ABSTRACT: This paper introduces a new technique which directly predicts the failure patterns of laterally loaded masonry panels based on the results of existing typical panels tested in the laboratory.
INTRODUCTION
Research on masonry panels subject to lateral loading has focused on searching for accurate and reliable analytical techniques to predict failure loads and failure patterns for the designer. Past research has resulted in a number of techniques such as the yield line theory (British Standard BS5628 2002) , the strip method (the Australia code of practice "CSAA" 1969) and finite element analysis (FEA) methods (Baker 1982; Chong 1993; Lee et al. 1996 and Lourenco 1997 & 2000 . Lourenco (1997 Lourenco ( , 2000 proposed an anisotropic softening model which was implemented in DIANA a commercial FEA package. In this model Lourenco derived a material model for masonry which introduces an additional parameter "the fracture energy", besides the tensile strength and flexural rigidity, for evaluating the failure load, failure pattern and deflection of the masonry panels. For validation purposes, Lourenco's applied his model to a number of panels from various sources and the predicted failure load, failure pattern and the load deflection curve for the node with maximum deflection was compared with the laboratory test results of these panels. Although good correlation was achieved for most cases, the failure load at the ultimate load level, which according to Lourenco (1997) , is when a fully developed crack occurs at this stage, was underestimated for all panel tested in the University of Plymouth. Beside this Lourenco used modified material properties for these panels which he claimed were "obtained by inverse fitting". Although Lourenco's model is one of the best models currently available, there are a number of shortcomings that restricts its use in practice:
1. It has been implemented in software mainly used in research in the universities and it is not widely available commercially.
2. The material model has only been incorporated in one commercial package, DIANA, which makes its use restricted in practice.
3. Comparison of load deflection curves has been carried out only for a single point on the panel using the maximum deflection as being representative of the whole panel. This does not model the behaviour of the panel as a whole.
4. Similar to conventional FEA model, Lourenco uses smeared material properties, which does not model variation in the geometric and material properties, which is inherent to masonry panels.
FEA techniques, although widely used in practice, do not always produce accurate predictions of failure loads and failure patterns of masonry panels (Fried 1989; Chong 1993) , because the fundamental assumptions on which these theories are based are not fully applicable to masonry panels and accurate modelling of masonry as a brittle and highly composite material, is very difficult. In addition, the two most important factors affecting the behaviour of masonry panels: boundary conditions ) and variation in masonry properties within the panel (Fried 1989; Lawrence and Lu 1991) have not been modelled properly. Research carried out by the authors, for the first time, has addressed both these issues.
One method of achieving better correlation between predicted response and measured response is the use of model updating techniques. Robert-Nicoud et al. (2005) Friswell and Mottershead (1995) provide a survey of model updating procedures in structural damage detection research, using vibration measurements. Recent papers published in this area include Brownjohn et al.(2003) , Castello et al. (2002) , Teughels et al. (2002) , Modak et al. (2002) , Hemez and Doebling (2001) , Sohn and Law (2001) , Hu et al. (2001) . The majority of the research on model updating process involves computing sets of stiffness coefficients that help predict observed vibration modes of structures. The location and extent of damage are inferred through a comparison between the stiffness coefficients of damaged and undamaged structures. Zhou (2002) developed the concept of stiffness/strength correctors as means of predicting the failure load and failure pattern of laterally loaded masonry panels.
Another novelty of the method developed by Zhou and his co-researcher was that they used only a single panel that was tested in the laboratory and called this "the base panel". They then used cellular automata (CA) to find similar regions called "zones", based on their location from similar boundaries, on any unseen panel; and they derived values of the stiffness/strength correctors for these zones on the unseen panels from a single base panel (see Fig. 1 for details of panel SB01 which is divided into zones. Note that similar zones are shown with the same shades). Zhou (2002) and Rafiq et al. (2003) , developed a numerical model that predicts the failure load and failure pattern of masonry wall panels subjected to lateral loading. In this research Zhou and his coresearcher introduced the concept of stiffness/strength correctors which assigns different values of flexural rigidity or tensile strength to various zones within a wall panel. Stiffness/strength correctors values were defined from the comparison of laboratory measured displacement with the finite element analysis computed values of displacement at various locations within the panel.
THE CONCEPT OF CORRECTORS AND ZONE SIMILARITY
Zhou and his co-researcher used a number of experimental panels with different geometric properties aspect ratios, and panels with and without openings, for which the stiffness correctors were determined.
It was discovered from a comparison of the contour plots of corrector values on these panels, that there appeared to be regions, termed "zones", with similar patterns of corrector values which are closely related to their positions on the panel from similar boundary types. In other words, zones within two panels appear to have almost identical corrector values if these zones are surrounded by similar boundary types.
Based on this finding, Zhou and his co-researchers developed methodologies for establishing zone similarities. In order to obtain a more reasonable and automatic technique for establishing this zone This technique of zone similarity was mainly based on the concept of finding two similar zones one on the base panel (a panel tested in the laboratory for which displacement values at various load levels at a number of locations on the panel is measured and the failure load and failure pattern for this panel was recorded from a controlled laboratory experiment), and one on the unseen panel (a panel not tested in the laboratory) which are surrounded by similar boundary types and having similar distances from these boundary types. Obviously the exact match is always not possible. Therefore to find a good match for a zone on an unseen panel with a zone on the base panel, the zone on the new panel is compared with every zone on the base panel and an error value between the state value of the zone in the new panel and the zones on the base panel is calculated. The zone on the base panel with minimum error value is selected as the closest similar zone for the unseen panel. For details of zone similarity techniques please refer to Zhou et al. (2003) . This paper extends that research reported by Zhou (2002) , Rafiq et al. (2003) and Zhou et al. (2003) to use the CA to directly predict the failure patterns of solid masonry wall panels. This technique applies the CA "state values" and the criteria for matching similar zones to predict the cracking patterns of new panels based on matching them with the cracking patterns of similar zones on the base panels, for which the failure pattern is known from laboratory experiments. In this process if a zone within the base panel is cracked, its similar zone within the new panel is also assumed to have cracked.
MODELLING PANEL BOUNDARY EFFECTS USING CELLULAR AUTOMATA Cellular Automata
Cellular Automata (CA) are described as discrete space-time models that consist of cells in a lattice network (Edward 1989) . The "neighbourhood" consists of adjacent cells which will influence the behaviour of a particular cell state (Soschinske 1997) . Cellular automata provide a framework for a large class of discrete models with homogeneous interactions. The fundamental characteristics of the CA are listed as follows (http://www.tu-bs.de):
1. They consist of a regular discrete lattice of cells.
2. The evolution takes place in discrete time steps.
3. Each cell is characterised by a state taken from a finite set of states. 
where a = cell state value at a given time interval t i, j = x, y cell coordinates t = time interval f = transition function describing iteration rule
The change in the state value of a cell from time t to time t+1 is governed by some "local rules" (Edward 1989) or "transition rules" (Goles et al. 1990 ). For the CA, neighbourhood structures and transition rules need to be the same for all sites, but not necessarily to be fixed. Updating the state values of the cells for a CA network must be performed by a "synchronous" or parallel mode (Fishburn 1961 ). Rucker and Rudy (1989) summarised the properties of the CA as follows:
• Parallel: an individual cell is updated independent of other cells;
• Locality: the new cell state value depends on its old cell state value, and the values of its neighbourhood cells at a given time t;
• Homogeneity: the same rules are applied to all cells.
Modelling the Boundary Effect
Zhou (2002) and Rafiq et al (2003) show that zone similarity between a base panel and unseen panels of similar properties are closely related to the panel boundary conditions and the location of each zone relative to the specific panel boundary types. When compared with the properties of, parallel, locality and homogeneity, of the CA, the characteristics of zone similarity can be suitably described by these space properties of the CA. Fig. 3 shows how a panel is modelled using the CA:
[Insert Figure 3 here]
• A panel is divided into a number of zones (cells in a CA system). Initial input values of the transition functions, which are defined in Eqn (2) below, is assigned to each boundary type. In order to achieve better results for matching similar zones, a parametric study was conducted by changing the initial values of each boundary parameter and studying its effect on the Equation (7). The result of this investigation showed that the following initial values were giving the best results for different boundary types: 0.0 for a free edge, 0.2 for a simply supported boundary and 0.4 for a built-in support. For more details of selecting these initial values, refer to Zhou (2002) and Zhou et al. (2003) .
• The position of each cell in the CA system corresponds to the position of a zone within the panel.
• Each cell (zone) receives the boundary effect from its neighbourhood cells and in turn
propagates the boundary effect to their neighbourhood cells. For a two-dimensional panel, the von Neumann model was found to be sufficient for describing the effect of different boundaries from four supports at the edges of the panel. Therefore, the transition functions of the CA, which are defined in Eqn (2), fully propagate the effect of panel boundaries to individual zones within the panel. • The 'state value' S i,j of every zone within the panel is calculated as the average effect from its four adjacent cells, see Eqn (3), which shows that the state value for each cell is closely related to its four neighbourhoods.
The above proposed CA modelling of boundary effects on zones within the panel reflects the properties of parallel, locality and homogeneity of the CA. 
Criterion for Matching Zone Similarity
The cellular automata uses Eqns (2) and (3) (2) and (3), these two zones do not necessarily have the same corrector. For example, consider a hypothetical panel which is the same as Panel SB01, shown in Fig. 1 , except that the right edge support is a built-in support instead of a simply supported support type, which was the case for SB01.
The state values of the individual zones are calculated using Eqns (2) and (3) and the result of the CA is summarised in Table 1 . In Table 1 , Zone D2 has similar state value to zones A5, D3, B7, B3 and C9), but these zones are not similar zones because these zones violate the boundary similarity criteria which is essential for zone similarity (explained in the following section). For example, zone D2 lies close to a fixed edge and zone A5 is adjacent to a free edge, therefore these two zone can not be considered to be similar. Hence it is necessary to define zone similarity by comparing the state value of the cell itself and the state values of its neighbouring cells and the criterion for matching zone similarity between panels is further examined in the following section.
[Insert Table 1 here]
Process Matching Similar Zones
The concept of zone similarity identifies zones for two panels, which are governed by similar boundary types. For this purpose, a criterion needs to be established to match similar zones between a new panel (unseen panel) and a base panel (the correctors are known) based on the concept of zone similarity. The general criterion for matching zone similarity in the above CA model can be defined as:
Firstly, using Eqns (4) and (5) (a general form of equations (2) and (3) 
where f is the transition function relationship. For laterally loaded masonry wall panels, the Eqns (2) and (3) are proposed as the specific expression of the general Eqns (4) and (5), and the Eqn (7), shown below, is proposed as the specific expression of the general Eqn (6) ) 
{ }
where
is the minimum error of M×N errors in Eqn. (7). m and n represent the position of a zone on the base panel; i and j represent the position of a zone on the new panel.
Eqn (7) is used to compare the state value of a zone itself and its four neighbourhoods in the new panel with every zone and its four neighbourhood zones on the base panel. An error value is calculated for
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each zone by Eqn (7). The zone with the minimum error value on the base panel is defined as the sole similar zone to the zone on the new panel.
In order to assess whether Equation (7) can accurately locate similar zones within a panel, it is necessary to verify its validity. To do this the best test would be to apply this rule to the base panel SB01 and check if this rule can perfectly match similar zones on both sides of the line of symmetry.
The base panel SB01 (Figure 1 and its identical symmetrical zone D8 along with their four neighbourhoods with one difference that the state value of the neighbourhood zone on the right of Zone D2 is the same as that of the zone on the left of Zone D8. Therefore, in order to calculate the minimum error using Equation (7) Thus, for a zone and its four neighbourhood zones on the new panel, and every zone and its four neighbourhoods on the base panel, Equation (7) is repeatedly used to calculate the errors of the state values of the corresponding zones for eight different orientations for zones on the new panel. The zone on the base panel with the minimum error can be selected to be the similar zone on the new panel.
In the following section techniques described by Zhou and his co-researchers to predict the failure load and failure pattern of masonry wall panels using the CA model is extended to introduce new methodologies that, by matching the failure pattern of the base panel, it is possible to directly predict the failure pattern of a new panel.
{insert Figure 5 here} 

PREDICTING FAILURE PATTERNS OF LATERALLY LOADED PANELS DIRECTELY USING CA
Past research has proved that panel boundary types, aspect ratios and dimensions have a significant effect on the failure pattern of a panel Fried 1989) . For the existing British Standard (BS5628 2002), the assumption of the shape of the failure pattern is mainly based on the yield line theory and on results obtained from a number of experiments of standard panels.
The relationship between the failure pattern and the aspect ratio and boundary types is established empirically. This relationship, reflected in BS 5628, indicates that the failure pattern is related to the behaviour of each zone (cracking or uncracking) on the panel and the behaviour of each zone is related to the aspect ratio and boundary types of the panel. This has been included in the CA modelling of the boundary effects on zones within the panel and the criteria for matching zone similarity described in the previous section. In this study, the CA model of the panel, which is described by the Eqns (2) and (3), and the criteria for matching zone similarity is used to directly (without using FEA) match the failure pattern of the base panel to new panels using (Eqn (7)), in order to produce an intelligent pattern matching technique for predicting the failure pattern for the design of unseen panels. This process can be summarised as follows: (ii) match zones which are similar to this zone on the new panel, using zone similarity rules using equation (7); (iii) the failure pattern on these zones in the new panel is matched with the failure pattern of the base panel (i.e. if there is a crack on a zone in the base there should be a crack on its similar zone on the new panel.
The following case studies examine the validity of the above process on various unseen panels.
CASE STUDIES
In this section a number of laterally loaded unseen wall panels are used to examine the validity of the process introduced in this paper. Panels SB01 and SB06 are full scale panels tested by Chong (1993) in the University of Plymouth. All other panels used in this paper were tested by Lawrence (1983) at the University of South Wales Australia. Only limited information (panel dimension and failure pattern) on these panels was available and details of test results on and material used were not available to the authors.
Details of panels used in these cases studies are summarised in Table 2. {Insert Table 2 here}
Choice of Base Panels
The boundary conditions of masonry panels in the design standards can be grouped into two main types: (1) four sides constrained; (2) three sides constrained and the fourth side free. Therefore, panels used in the following case studies mainly relate to these panel types.
Three panels that were tested in the laboratory (SB01 and SB05 tested by Chong (1993) in the University of Plymouth and Test panel 29, tested by Lawrence (1983) in the University of South Wales Australia) were used as the base panels for predicting the failure pattern on panels with three sides constrained. It is worthwhile to note that panel SB05 had a damp proof course (dpc) at it base while panels SB01 and Test 29 were not supported on a dpc. The configuration and failure pattern of the base panel was noted from the experimental records of Panels (SB01, SB05 with dpc (Chong 1993) and Test 29 (Lawrence 1983) ), as shown in Fig. 6 . All these panels have the similar boundary types, e.g., a free Similarly, for panels with 4 sides simply supported panel Test 24, tested by Lawrence (1983) was used as the base panel. Fig. 7(a) shows the experimental failure pattern of a single leaf brick panel, Test 21 (Lawrence 1983) with the size 3750mm x 2500 mm x 109mm and three simply supported edges and the top free edge. It is worthwhile to note that the length of this panel is smaller than the base panel (Panel SB05). Fig. 7(c) shows the failure pattern of the base panel (Panel SB05) using the CA zone/cell mesh. 
Case study 1: Test Panel 21
Case study 2: Test Panel 16
This panel was also tested by Lawrence (1983) . Once again, the panel SB05, in the last example, is used as the base panel. The size of this panel is the same as Test Panel 21, discussed in the previous example. Fig. 8 shows the predicted failure pattern of the Test Panel 16 using the proposed CA method.
Once again the failure pattern predicted by the CA is very close to that of the experimental result. It can be concluded that the proposed method was able to reasonably predict the failure pattern of both panels.
[Insert Figure 8 here]
Case study 3: Test Panel 19
Test panel 19 is also the same size as panel Test 21 except this panel is simply supported on all 4 sides. The case studies used in this paper were selected carefully from published sources for which failure patterns recorded in the laboratory were available. The reason for this was to check the validity of the proposed CA method with the actual experimental results although different base panels were used in this process. The base panels were carefully chosen to have close similarity only in terms of boundary types. The sizes of all panels used in the case studies were different from the sizes of the base panels and still the proposed method proved to be valid and useful.
The results of the three case studies demonstrates that the CA provides an interesting alternative to conventional numerical methods that can reasonably accurately predict the failure pattern of masonry wall panels subject to lateral load. Further verification work and extending this methodology to predict failure load of masonry wall panels using the CA is under investigation by the authors. If this technique can be combined with the other IT techniques such as the artificial neural networks (Mathew et al. http://www.tu-bs.de/institute/WiR/weimar/ZAscript/node2.html. 
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